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Full September
nights,
fleet note-shoals –
between you and me
the music finds
its way, touching
everywhere, the tide
of ears listening
back into the sway
and shift of their
cool blue flames.
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All ways lead to water,
fishnet and do-nut,
the yearly migration
of voices, the baited
sun along the coast,
the harbour full of
ghost cobbles,
pulpit, diesel and hope.
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DJ spin this town,
the groove streets,
through funk, folk,
jazz, punk, mojo’s
rare and everyday
sounds all year round,
found on the beach,
in the blue crush,
cask, the acoustic
and electrical eclectic.
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Step into the hush
of the dark comb, honey
glimmers, a hive
momentarily
vacated, wings about
our ears, the stillness
of her hair, neck, faith
as touch deferred.
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While CHART Scarborough has attempted to provide accurate information on this map we cannot
ensure that all the information will always be accurate and up to date. CHART Scarborough cannot
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Golden crowned lady
surveying this
pleasure land fossils at her heart.
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After a hard day's night
grafting like a donkey on the beach,
the things that I find here
make me feel alright.

Donkey tails and fairy tales,
harbour views,
painted angels,
sculpted angels,
electric angels
crouching by the bridge to the Spa.
Nutmeg Roasters,
tea and cake with a painting or two
and Mr Milo
in his top hat.
Then down South Street
where housekeepers once bustled,
art now bristles
and Saroney heads sprout.

From the classic to the contemporary, take a journey of discovery
through some of the high points of Scarborough’s thriving and
growing creative scene. This is YOUR journey. Whatever path you
take will offer a new way of experiencing England’s very first
seaside resort.

Fortress of meadow,
wind treasury –
it’s so openminded up here!
Everyone comes,
goes, locks up
or bursts into
trembling flight.
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This map and the trails which you can find on our website
– www.chartscarborough.com – provide exciting new ways to
access Scarborough’s local arts scene of today and help you
discover the quality and diversity of its cultural roots. You can even
share favourite places and events by submitting your own trail.

The pump is rusted now,
but the peachy queen of the Queen of Resorts
is still courted by the sun
and kissed by the sea.

In the past, people came to Scarborough because they saw
something special in the town. Now you can follow paths around
Scarborough to experience the diverse range of culture, art and
heritage that the town has to offer today. Discover paintings,
sculpture, murals, ceramics, digital media, photography,
theatre, film, live music, spoken word and more. Take in the
scenery that inspired renowned poets, writers and artists to
produce some of their best work.
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The things you see
down there!
A pocket fish,
cupboard vistas,
opening horizons of
brick, day printing
into night, throwing
the mud of life.

Like all the best walks, CHART Scarborough will lead you to
exciting new places or encourage you to discover new ways of
enjoying familiar landmarks.
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Grimshaw's unsettling light,
the harbour, square rigged sails, a paddle wheel tug,
captured faces telling their stories,
colour and form.
Housed in elegance:
art, then and now
and in the making.
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Explore a thriving and vibrant
cultural life which spans the
past 300 years and is still
going strong today.
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Between me and you
a novel bursts
like dandelion seeds
into a hundred versions
talking themselves
back into a flower of
people astonished
outside the library.

Hey, hairy man, get
down here, airwalk
out of your hole
and carve it, rock
& roll it. Man,
that’s some stalefish:
pray you don’t bail it!
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Doors which would grace with ease a cathedral
open on a butcher, a baker, maybe even a candle stick maker.
An artist, framer, antiquarian.
Purveyors of music, postcards, books, trinkets, clothes, jewellery.
An emporium: everything you want under one roof
its boast.
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Red dragon flotillas,
wood rolling in metal cleats,
can delight us still.
Our yellow goslings,
clumsily adorable,
will still turn to grey.
Gone – this path’s builders –
only wine and amber leaves
can gladden us still.
Sun dappled, rain splashed,
a park for every season,
cherished in all time.
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Show me, share
me, find your
voice, find your
feet clicking
the first patter of
applause you
dream into a storm.
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In blue windows
names echo
their shellshocked rooms,
declare love of
the moon
over ship and bay,

offer a hand
through which
desire flits
like a trapped swift,
the hammer blow
of curiosity
calling the stones
to order.
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Through garden cloisters
ablaze with tuliped candles
to the star drowned pool.

View from Q16
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Succulent, zapzig vision of words
made pulse and vibe,
like light walking
right on up, reading you
like you’ve never been
read, the lush flush of
blushing paint:
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who gives what matters
takes nothing in return
but possession of
this nowhere
underpass, old wall
and makes it boogie!

Night, wet neon,
the talkative descent,
the speechless
study of hushed
zigzag carpet – a night
in the living
frame, the round

I need room
to draw you in the light
of concentration,
rhythms of the body
still or moving
in the dance
of blood and bone,
the flare of song.
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On line
from the Sitwells to us,
a creative inheritance a kind of alchemy artistry, imagination and business
combine in this creative crucible.
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Huts charming the beach,
the stage given breath of life,
gaudy gems strung North.
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we have held you in
from all angles,
beheld ourselves
transformed
in the lit and shifting
centre of our lives.
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No longer
faster than fairies, faster than
witches,
charging along like troops in a battle,
we saunter and walk, cycle and run,
from Whitby to Stainsacre, Hawsker to
Ravenscar,
the Wyke to Cloughton and on, on, on.
Time now to savour the meadow, the
hill and the plain,
the daisy, the mill and the river,
the poetry of nature
and human hand - painted and written
and sculpted along the length of a line
erased
but
not
gone.

